LinkedIn Learning with LTI 1.3 + LTI Advantage
Streamline course-building and manage student outcomes with LinkedIn Learning content in your LMS

Use our world-class library to build your course curriculum:

- 17,500+ expertly-produced courses across business, creative, and technical categories
- 2,000 courses with Continuing Education Credits
- 60 new courses added every week
- 7 Languages: Course libraries include English, French, German, Japanese, Mandarin, Portuguese, Spanish

1. Search, preview and filter in a rich course view with ease: Discover LinkedIn Learning content easily within your LMS and add previously used LinkedIn Learning content to your course curriculum

2. Deep-link and embed content: Seamlessly add up to date, relevant LinkedIn Learning content to your curriculum

3. Sync course progress with the gradebook integration: Sync grades, course completions and other course details into your LMS platform’s gradebook.

Create a rich learning experience where students can:

- Preview the course title, thumbnail, and description in your LMS
- Easily access LinkedIn Learning content from your LMS
- Leverage a cost-effective course material option which aligns with Zero Textbook Cost initiatives

To learn more, please check out our Help Center.